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after install our kit, your SLR680/690 able to use I-type film directly. 
This kit is deisgned to let the legendary SLR680/690 series camera able to use I-type film.

Installation manual for SLR680/690 Power Ranger Kit

Thanks your support

If you want to use any non I-type polaroid film with our kit together on your camera,
for the safety concern, please tape up the connection point on your film cassatte. 

The battery inside the polaroid cassette is NOT rechargeable.
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Please be aware of the battery possitive/negative side before you put into our kit, 
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If you insert in wrong direction, main board will be damage and unrepairable,
 and could damage your camera too.



2. 
Place the sticker on your camera base. 
Match up with tripod screw and the leather, then 
apply adhesive stickers to 4 corners.
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3. 
Point the leather puncher at the leather cover, and 
with several twists and pressings to remove the 
leather completely.
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1. 
Please check your kit comes with a leather puncher
& a location sticker. 
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4. 
You can open the battery chamber by hand or coin.
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5. 
Insert your battery at this direction, positive side on 
the right.
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6. 
Insert USB cable is connect with USB adaptor/power 
supply for the first time, when you see the lights turn 
on, it means it’s charging and unlock ready to activate.
 
At this step you can let the wire stay on for complete
the battery charging (all 4 lights stay on and no blinking).
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7. 
Place the kit to match up with the tripod screw and the 
hole you just opened.
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8. 
Firmly secure it. It should be no gap between the kit 
and your camera.
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13. 
Long press 5 sec to turn on the kit and your camera
both at once, you will see the 4 LED lights up showing
the battery status. If you press 5 sec again, you will 
turn the kit off.
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The camera itself has a power-off function, so you only need to turn on/off the kit power before the begining and
after the last shooting of the day. 
There is no need to switch the power on and off every time in case you miss the moment. 
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Our kit doesn’t provide charging & power supply at the same time.
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If you trigger the safety protection, your kit will lock up and remain no respond. To unlock it, you need to insert 
the USB cable with power supply (can be wall plug or any power bank).
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For the safety concern, if you exchange/pull out the battery to insert a new one, the kit will be locked. 
You need to unlock it by USB cable with power supply.
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Extra Info for our users:


